Colored hair requires special care and attention.
That is why, in addition to the expert color products,
Wunderbar de-veloped a professional line of care
products with Revitalizing  Tri-Complex and
styling products with a unique 48h  Fix  Complex,
all of which improve the hair’s condition highly and
guarantee optimal hair color protection.

As a professional hairdresser, you
have a sharp eye for aesthetics, as
well as a sixth sense for trends.
You are passionate about creating
new and memorable looks, and
you simply love what you do.
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Wunderbar inspires and supports hairdressers and hairstylists like you, to express your originality with a broad
range of professional hair products that help you excel in
your craft and create distinctive, unique looks.

™

48 h
Fix Com

Our products set no limits to your creativity, so you can achieve
excellent results and exceed customer expectations with
personalized styles that represent today‘s looks for all hair types,
time and again. While you concentrate on your customers
and hair creations, Wunderbar takes care of the rest.
Wunderbar supports your passion for your craft by providing you
with cutting-edge professional hair products. We help you to
express your creative spirit and create unique looks with strong,
healthy and vibrant hair.
The Wunderbar range includes expert color products based on
the unique Triple  Color  Technology ™, which improves the hair
condition and vibrancy with unlimited color mixing possibilities.
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OVERVIEW WUNDERBAR HAIR COLOR

HAIR COLOR IS AN EXPRESSION
OF IDENTITY. A CHANGE IN
HAIR COLOR MAKES FOR A
WHOLE NEW PERSON.

The entire Wunderbar color portfolio has been specially designed to meet your demanding
requirements as a color expert. It is a range based on the Triple  Color  Technology ™,
which is our guarantee that each individual product delivers optimal performance, so you can
get the very best coloring results. What’s more, it improves the hair condition, so your customers
will enjoy both beautiful and shinier hair.
The Wunderbar professional color range sets no limits to your creativity and the ease of
product usage guarantees secure personalized results.

Hair Color is an expression of identity – that goes both for your
customers and for you as a hairdresser.
Wunderbar professional hair color products are suitable for all types
of hair and allow you to accentuate the individuality of your customers.
Lighter or darker, classic or modern, the Wunderbar professional
color range holds all the products to make your customers’ color
dream come true.

Discover the Wunderbar world of color:
- Hair Color Cream
- Cream Peroxides
- Color Neutralizer
- Bleaching Powder
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Hair Color Cream
Wunderbar Hair Color Cream offers an extensive range of 98 shades.
All these shades can be intermixed, so you can create any tone and
shade you want. The range includes two Nature series: Nature
and Intense Natural. Nature (/0) offers brilliant color results with 100%
coverage, while Intense Natural (/00) guarantees rich color results
with 100% coverage, particularly for resistant and un-pigmented hair.
In addition, there are 16 Fashion Tone directions with 68 shades to
stimulate your creativity as a hair stylist, as well as the High Lift Blond
selection with 6 shades to lighten natural hair up to four levels. Finally,
the Colormix selection includes 7 pure shades to intensify the various
colors’ results or modify undesired tones.

The entire Wunderbar Hair Color Cream range is based on our Triple
Color Technology ™ with panthenol and plant proteins, which moisturize
and condition the hair. The shade-specific alkali concentration and
the selected color molecules generate very brilliant colors and 100%
white coverage. The range also uses a shade-specific gentle ammonia
concentration, as well as care agents that regenerate the hair and
protect the cuticle during the coloring process. They also seal the outer
layer of the hair to protect it against damaging environmental influences.
What’s more, Wunderbar Hair Color Cream causes no irritation, prevents dripping and reduces staining of the scalp.

Cream Peroxide

Color Neutralizer
1,000 ml

500 g

This quality cream peroxide is the perfect match
for Wunderbar hair color cream. It offers best-inclass results, while its supporting ingredients result in best hair protection. Available in 5 strengths:
1,9% (6 vol.), 3% (10 vol.), 6% (20 vol.), 9% (30 vol.)
and 12% (40 vol.).

The color neutralizer stops all chemical action,
removes any traces of peroxide and neutralizes
alkali to prevent creeping oxidation and to
stabilize the coloring of treated hair. It contains
three nurturing and revitalizing substances
(ectoin, ginkgo biloba extract and panthenol),
which don‘t weigh hair down and allow the
hairdresser to customize styling even after the
color treatment.

This dust-free bleaching powder lightens colored
and natural hair up to 7 levels, according to
the peroxide used. Thanks to natural plant proteins, oils and a low ammonium concentrate,
Wunderbar bleaching powder is particularly
gentle to hair and scalp. It is suitable for all hair
types and bleaching techniques.

60 ml or 1,000 ml

With the Wunderbar Hair Color Cream, you can offer your customers
the personalized coloring they want, with vibrant colors and long-lasting
results.
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Bleaching Powder

OVERVIEW WUNDERBAR COLOR REFRESH

YOUR QUICK AND EASY WAY
TO REVIVE HAIR COLOR AND
ADD NUANCE

SHAMPOO PURPLE
SHAMPOO WARM BLONDE
neutralizes cool reflection by
bringing warm reflection
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Wunderbar COLOR REFRESH line with Triple Color Technology™ offers
three specific actions:
1. Intensifies, corrects, neutralizes a hair color (dye formula with optimal pH)
2. N
 ourishes the hair (with mango butter, plant ester, passionflower oil)
3. P
 rotects the hair color and adds shine (ant-fading complex -wheat
protein & Panthenol)

You want to make the most of any hair
color, and give it lasting beauty, health and
shine. Wunderbar Color Refresh introduces
a unique range of temporary coloring
shampoos to Wunderbar’s existing hair
color product portfolio. These shampoos
cater to a range of warm, cool and neutral
shades. They revive and enhance the
color of natural, color-treated and highlighted hair, but will also illuminate and
add nuance.
The Color Refresh range is available in 7
shades – cool blonde, warm blonde, cool
brown, warm brown, copper, red and
purple – which can also be mixed for a
more personalized result.

These shampoos are based on Wunderbar
Triple Color Technology, offering a variety
of benefits. The dyes in the formula have
an optimal pH, which allows for thorough
pigmentation and intensified color result.
Because they are non-oxidative and sodium
laureth sulfate free, incorporate mango
butter, plant ester and passionflower oil,
they nourish the hair with each wash.
Finally, the anti-fading complex and color
protect action with panthenol and wheat
protein safeguards the hair color and gives
it more shine.

SHAMPOO COOL BLONDE
neutralizes the yellow

brings an intensive
purple reflection

SHAMPOO RED
brings an intensive
red reflection

SHAMPOO WARM BROWN
neutralizes cool reflection by
bringing warm reflection

SHAMPOO COOL BROWN
neutralizes warm reflection by
bringing cool reflection

SHAMPOO COPPER

Can be combined with Wunderbar Color
Protection Mask in order to nourish &
regenerate the hair.

brings an intense copper reflection
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OVERVIEW WUNDERBAR PERM

CHANGING THE HAIR’S
TEXTURE OPENS A NEW
WORLD OF CREATIVITY

FOR RESISTANT,
HEALTHY HAIR

FOR NATURAL,
NORMAL HAIR

STRENGTH 0

Different people have different hair textures. Changing the texture
allows you as a hairdresser to create new looks and new styling.
Based on Triple Wave Technology™ with almond protein and
catonic tenside, the Wunderbar Professional Perm products protect
and strengthen the hair during the treatment, and give it elasticity
to create natural waves and curls full of vitality and bounce. No
matter which hair type, you can now express your creativity even more.

STRENGTH 1
STRENGTH 2

The Wunderbar Perm Kit contains everything needed by
a professional hairdresser for 1 individual perm service:
- 75 ml Perm Lotion (strength 0,1 or 2)
- 75 ml Neutralizer
- 1 Application sponge for Neutralizer
- 20 ml Post Perm Treatment
- 1 Pair of gloves

Wunderbar PERM KIT with Triple Wave Technology™
offers three specific actions:
1. Creates natural-looking curls full of vitality and bounce
2. Protects and strenghtens the hair internally during the
perm treatment
3. Makes the hair soft, light and manageable with advanced
anti-statric effect
10
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FOR COLOR-TREATED,
SENSITIVE HAIR
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OVERVIEW WUNDERBAR HAIR CARE

YOU CANNOT CHANGE THE NATURE
OF HAIR, BUT YOU CAN CONTROL
AND IMPROVE ITS TEXTURE AND
STRUCTURE WITH WUNDERBAR
HAIRCARE.
From straight and smooth
or fine and coarse to wavy,
curly or frizzy, hair comes
in many different textures and
diverse density. To help you
manage these different hair types,
Wunderbar has created an exclusive
range of professional products, divided
into five care lines. All Wunderbar hair
care products have been formulated with a
unique Revitalizing Tri-Complex.
Depending on the respective functionality, each
of the five care lines offers three supporting actions
thanks to special active ingredients.

SHAMPOO

50 ml or 250 ml or 1,000 ml

COLOR PROTECTION
COLOR PROTECTION
SILVER
REPAIR
VOLUME

All the Wunderbar professional care
products are paraben-free and include
the rare, luxurious argan oil, which is naturally rich
in vitamin E plus omega 6 to help nourish and
protect hair from external damaging influences, and
effectively fight ageing. In combination with other
natural active ingredients, Wunderbar care products
deliver a superior all-round care performance and
enable you to create, healthy and revitalized hair
styles. What’s more, all Wunderbar professional
care products respect the natural pH level balance
of the scalp.

MOISTURE
SMOOTH ‘ N SHINE
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CONDITIONER

50 ml or 250 ml or 1,000 ml

MASK
250 ml

LEAVE-IN TREATMENT
50 ml or 200 ml

SPRAY
200 ml

Revitali

zing Tri
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ex

COLOR PROT ECT ION

COLOR PROT ECT ION SILVER
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For wonderful colors to last, it requires protection against external influences, as well as added
smoothness and shine to the cuticle in order to stop the loss of color in porous areas and enhance
color vibrancy. Wunderbar introduces the COLOR PROTECTION line with Revitalizing Tri-Complex
for optimal care and protection. This line contains argan oil and mahogany extract, which have toning
and soothing antioxidant properties to give color-treated hair intense, brilliant and long-lasting color –
shampoo after shampoo. All these products are color protecting and paraben-free.
Conditioner

Shampoo

50 ml or 250 ml or 1,000 ml

50 ml or 250 ml or 1,000 ml

The COLOR PROTECTION shampoo gently
cleanses and restores the vibrancy of colortreated hair. It leaves the hair revitalized, soft and
shiny and protects the hair against external
agents.

The COLOR PROTECTION conditioner polishes
the surface of color-treated hair, making it even,
brilliant and easy to comb. It protects the hair’s
vibrancy and creates brilliance for a longerlasting color.

COLOR
TREAT
COMPL
ETE
COLOR
SPEED

Grey, blond and bleached hair requires specific
care and attention, since it can easily become
dull and develop yellow tones. The Wunderbar
COLOR PROTECTION SILVER line offers two
products with Revitalizing Tri-Complex, based
on argan oil and long-lasting pigments with antiyellow properties. These products neutralize the
yellowing effect, restore the hair color brilliance
and add softness. All these products are color
protecting and paraben-free.
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Shampoo

50 ml or 250 ml or 1,000 ml

TREAT

The COLOR PROTECTION SILVER shampoo
gently cleanses and neutralizes unwanted
yellow tones in grey, blond and bleached hair.
It strengthens the hair, leaving it revitalized,
soft and shiny.

Mask
250 ml

The COLOR PROTECTION mask is the perfect
product to regenerate the hair, and to restore
and protect the color’s vibrancy from external influences. It polishes and evens the hair surface
to make it easy to comb. It also helps to amplify
the color luminosity and makes it last longer.

Conditioner

50 ml or 250 ml or 1,000 ml

This conditioner from the COLOR PROTECTION
SILVER Line improves the hair condition and
neutralizes unwanted yellow tones in grey, blond
or bleached hair. It restructures the hair, restores elasticity and leaves the hair soft, detangled
and easy to comb, as well as offering additional
shine and brilliance.

Wunderbar COLOR PROTECTION line with Revitalizing
Tri-Complex offers three specific actions:

Wunderbar COLOR PROTECTION SILVER line with
Revitalizing Tri-Complex offers three specific actions:

1. Smoothens hair cuticles
2. Uniforms hair texture
3. Adds long-lasting brilliance

1. Neutralizes yellow tones
2. Restores brilliance
3. Restructures and softens

Revitalizing Tri-Complex

Revitalizing Tri-Complex
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REPAIR

VOLUME

Damaged and dry hair is hard to handle, dull and unattractive. One of the most sensitive parts of the
hair is the cuticle, which is easily damaged by mechanical and chemical influences. To reinvigorate
weakened, dry and brittle hair and to reinforce the structure of the hair fiber, Wunderbar offers you
the Wunderbar Hair Care Repair line. The REPAIR line products have been formulated with a unique
Revitalizing Tri-Complex, which restores hydration and improves elasticity thanks to a combination
of argan oil and keratin extract. All these products are color protecting and paraben-free.

Naturally fine hair is very delicate and requires special energizing treatments to give it volume, fullness
and elasticity. The Wunderbar Hair Care VOLUME line includes three care products, each formulated
with Revitalizing Tri-Complex including phytokeratin and argan oil. These active ingredients reinforce
fine hair from the inside out and give body and fullness to the hair structure, as well as elasticity, volume
and a longer lasting hairstyle. All these products are color protecting and paraben-free.
Shampoo

Shampoo

50 ml or 250 ml or 1,000 ml

50 ml or 250 ml or 1,000 ml

The Wunderbar REPAIR shampoo gently cleanses, strengthens and protects damaged hair.
Repairs weakened hair. Leaves the hair soft,
shiny and full of body at the roots.
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The Wunderbar Hair Care VOLUME shampoo
gently cleanses fine hair and improves volume
at the roots. It creates extra body and makes
hair fuller and shinier.

Conditioner

50 ml or 250 ml or 1,000 ml

Volumizing Spray

This Wunderbar REPAIR conditioner provides
hair with strength and protection.Restores
fullness body and durability.Prevents further
damage and leaves the hair strong, silky and
shiny without weighing it down.

This voluminizing spray lifts and reinforces the
roots. It provides hair with volume, flexible lift and
lightweight conditioning. It also protects the hair
against electrostatic effects, making it easier to
comb.

Mask
250 ml

Conditioner

The Wunderbar REPAIR mask intensely
nourishes the hair, reinforcing and protecting
weakened areas. Restores density and strength
and evens out the surface of the hair. Leaves
the hair full of body, shiny, more manageable
and easy to style.

This Wunderbar VOLUME conditioner has been
created specifically to treat fine hair. It contains
phytokeratin to increase the hair’s volume,
weightlessness and elasticity, whilst giving it
body and shine. It reduces electrostatic effects
and makes it easier to comb.

200 ml

50 ml or 250 ml or 1,000 ml

REBUILD
REBUILD

SPEED

Wunderbar REPAIR line with Revitalizing
Tri-Complex offers three specific actions:
1. Reinforces fiber structure
2. Reinvigorates the hair
3. Boosts hydration and elasticity
Revitalizing Tri-Complex

Wunderbar VOLUME line with Revitalizing Tri-Complex
offers three specific actions:
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1. Increases elasticity
2. Delivers body and fullness
3. Creates lasting volume
Revitalizing Tri-Complex
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SMOOT H ‘ N SHINE
Hydrated hair makes for healthier hair. The
Wunderbar Hair Care MOISTURE line is based
on Revitalizing Tri-Complex and combines argan
oil and baobab oil. It is rich in vitamins A, D
and E, offering deep moisture for normal-to-dry
hair, while restoring the nutritional balance.
In addition, the Wunderbar moisture line nourishes
and gently detangles the hair to make it soft
and silky. All these products are color protecting
and paraben-free.
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WUNDERBAR

SHAMPOO

Shampoo

MPLETE
MOISTURE CO

This Wunderbar MOISTURE shampoo cleanses
and provides moisture to the hair, leaving it
nourished, shiny and weightless.

MOISTURE

50 ml or 250 ml or 1,000 ml

Wavy, curly, frizzy, unruly … These terms are often synonymous
for dry, coarse and difficult to manage hair. Add humidity to the
mix and any style is lost. The Wunderbar Smooth’N Shine line
offers two care products formulated specifically to gently control
frizzy and unmanageable hair, which results in a longer-lasting
look. The SMOOTH’N SHINE line has been formulated with
Revitalizing Tri-Complex based on cannabis sativa, amber and
argan oil. This combination of active ingredients increases hair
elasticity and forms a film to prevent penetration of humidity.
It restructures the hair fiber and detangles without weighing down
the hair. All the SMOOTH’N SHINE products are color protecting
and paraben-free.
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CONDITIONER

MASK

Shampoo

50 ml or 250 ml or 1,000 ml

The Wunderbar SMOOTH’N SHINE shampoo
gently cleanses and hydrates the hair, whilst
helping to control frizz, boosting shine and improving elasticity. It makes the hair smooth and
easier to straighten, thus leaving the hair silky,
soft and shiny.

URE
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Leave-In Treatment
50 ml or 200 ml

This quickly applied Wunderbar MOISTURE
Treatment, which does not need rinsing, moisturizes and detangles the hair. It eliminates
frizz and restores the softness of the hair for
more control, shine and a silky touch. It also
protects the hair’s mid-shaft and ends, which
are particularly sensitive to heat.

Wunderbar MOISTURE line with Revitalizing Tri-Complex offers
three specific actions:
1. Moisturizes dry hair, restoring its nutritional balance
2. Gently detangles
3. Makes the hair soft and silky
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Mask
250 ml

SHAMPOO

The Wunderbar MOISTURE mask moisturizes
the hair intensely and makes it more manageable, easy to style. This results in intense shine
and a velvety feel without weighing hair down.

PERFECT SMOOTHNESS

Revitalizing Tri-Complex

LEAVE-IN TREATMENT

Leave-In Treatment
50 ml or 200 ml

This Wunderbar SMOOTH’N SHINE Treatment
effectively protects against humidity. It relies on
a light formula, which eases detangling and provides a long-lasting anti-frizz effect – leaving the
hair shiny and easier to manage. In addition, it
makes blow drying and straightening of the hair
easier. It is applied quickly, and does not need
to be rinsed out.

Wunderbar SMOOTH’N SHINE line with Revitalizing
Tri-Complex offers three specific actions:
1. Increases elasticity
2. Prevents penetration of humidity
3. Restructures hair fiber and detangles
Revitalizing Tri-Complex
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MAGIC T REAT
LUXURY HAIR OIL

HAIR TOP COAT
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100 ml

The Magic Treat Oil formula is based
on the argan oil complex - a mix of Argan
Oil and Crambe Abyssinica Oil that restores
lost proteins, fatty acids, omega 3 oils,
vitamins and antioxidants. They have antioxidant, emollient and protective properties.
Benefits:
Multipurpose luxury oil based on Argan and Crambe Abyssinica
Oil. Versatile light formula that nourishes, untangles and protects
the hair. Adds shine and speeds up drying time by 40%.
Can be mixed with all Wunderbar Care products as a Treatment
boost.

Hair Top Coat
Antifrizz & Heat protection Oil
100 ml

The Hair Top Coat Oil formula is based
the argan oil complex - a mix of Argan Oil
and Rice Bran Oil that is well-known for
its emollient, moisturizing and smoothing
properties. In addition, Rice Bran Oil is also
rich in sun protection properties.
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Benefits:
Anti-frizz and protective oil with Rice Bran and Argan Oils,
suitable for all hair types. Provides extraordinary shine and heat
protection, and creates a smooth, sleek, weightless finish.

Moreover Magic Treat can be mixed as well with Wunderbar
Hair Color Cream in order to boost the color shine and add
soft touch to hair.

Can be mixed with all Wunderbar Styling products
20
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Create your own
Wunderbar Styling-cocktail

HAIRSTYLING COMBINES
CRAFT WITH ART,
WITH THE HAIR AS
The Wunderbar Styling line offers a
YOUR CANVAS.
range of professional products to help
Hair comes in all shapes and textures. For you to perfect
the hair styling of your customers, you need the right
styling products – easy to use and enabling you to boost
your creativity. What’s more, styling products should
offer extra care and shine.

you create lush and long-lasting hairstyles. All the products in the range include a
unique 48 h -Fix  Complex, a special memory effect based
on resins, which reactivate when in contact with water.
This makes it possible to recreate the initial hairstyle at any
time, even a day later.
In addition, the Wunderbar Styling range includes effecient
sun filter to protect the hair and the hair color against
UV rays. It also includes argan oil, which plays an important
shine-boosting, protective and anti-ageing role. All of
Wunderbar Styling products are intermixable and can be
combined with each other to support your Hair Styling Art.
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OVERVIEW WUNDERBAR HA IR ST YLING
HAIR MASTER
125 ml

SCULPTURE FIBRE
100 ml

HOLD FACTOR 1
( NATURAL )
HOLD FACTOR 2
( MEDIUM )
HOLD FACTOR 3
( STRONG )
HOLD FACTOR 4
( EXTRA STRONG )

48 h
Fix Complex
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EXPRESSION MOUSSE
300 ml

SHAPE IT!
500 ml

MATTE PASTE
100 ml

FROZEN ICE
125 ml

POWER MOUSSE
300 ml

FINISH IT!
500 ml

SPIKY ROCK
125 ml

HAIR ST YLING WIT H 48  H -FIX - COMPLEX

Hair Master
Smooth’n Shine Cream

Sculpture Fibre
Fibrous Sculpting Paste

This Wunderbar lightweight styling cream gives
hair a smooth and silky finish. It softens thick,
coarse and dry hair, and provides natural hold
and brilliant shine to all hair types. It is ideal for
defining individual strands and for polishing,
styling and finishing of all types of hair. It does
not leave any residue and includes a color-safe
formula with a protective UV filter.

125 ml

100 ml

Expression Mousse
Medium Hold Mousse

300 ml

Shape it!
Molding Hairspray

Matte Paste
Matte Modelling Paste

Frozen Ice
Styling Pearl Gel

Power Mousse
Strong Hold Foam

Finish it!
Finishing Hairspray

Spiky Rock
Glue Gel

This fibrous sculpting paste allows you to create
a variety of looks and textures with a satin finish,
including the redefinition of curls and waves.
It gives medium hold, and with the 48-hour-Fix
Complex, the hair can be restyled whenever
it is needed. This product does not leave any
residue and its color-safe formula includes a
protective UV filter.

The Wunderbar Expression Mousse allows you
to create texture, volume and flexible, long-lasting
hold. It gives a brilliant shine and remains light
on the hair. It can be easily brushed out without
leaving any residue. Expression Mousse has
been formulated with Wunderbar’s 48h-Fix
Complex with memory resins, which allows for
constant restyling. This product does not leave
any residue and its color-safe formula includes
a protective UV filter.

The perfect hairspray for modeling, shaping and
finishing. It can be used on damp or dry hair
and allows for sculpting and re-styling up to one
minute after spraying The Wunderbar 48h-Fix
Complex with memory resins allows for restyling
of the hair. Gives the hair flexible hold and shine,
and can be brushed out easily without leaving
residue. This product has a color-safe formula
with a protective UV filter.

This modelling paste allows you to create
a variety of textured looks and shapes
with matte effect in short to medium
length hair. Its moldable texture makes it
easy to work and style the hair. It gives
medium hold, and with the 48-hour
Fix-Complex, the hair can be restyled
whenever you want. The paste does
not leave any residues and its color-safe
formula includes a protective UV filter.

The Wunderbar Frozen Ice styling gel
offers a pearl gloss effect and a strong
hold, thanks to the 48h-Fix Complex.
Developed to shape, detail and define
the hair style, it is perfect for short hair
and finishing touches. The hair can be restyled using water whenever it is needed.
This product does not leave any residue
and includes a color-safe formula with a
protective UV filter.

If you are looking for strong hold, volume,
more texture, brilliance, strong definition and firm styling control, Wunderbar
Power Mousse is for you. It is perfect for
blow-drying with a brush to create fullbodied hair or, with a diffuser, for drying
curly and wavy hair. It contains the 48hFix Complex, which means that it can be
restyled whenever needed. It can be easily
brushed out without leaving any residue
and its color-safe formula includes a
protective UV filter.

The finishing touches are done with Wunderbar Finish it! Hairspray. It dries quickly
and sets hair instantly without leaving
residue, giving the hair brilliance and longlasting hold. It is ideal for long hair styling,
and also features the Wunderbar 48h-Fix
Complex with memory resins that allows
for restyling of the hair. This product has
a color-safe formula with a protective UV
filter.

Spiky Rock is a high-definition glue gel
with a 48h-Fix Complex. It offers ultra
strong hold,perfect for sculpted hairstyles. Thanks to memory resins included in
the formula, the hair can be restyled using
water whenever it is needed, always
leaving the hair shiny and controlled. This
gel does not leave any residue and has
a color-safe formula with a protective
UV filter.

500 ml

100 ml
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125 ml

300 ml

500 ml

125 ml
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